Port Reminds Motorists to Sign Up for Bridge Construction Updates,
Follow Bridge Progress on Twitter
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Jun. 28, 2013
LONG BEACH, Calif. – The Port of Long
Beach reminds area motorists to sign up
for weekly traffic and construction
updates as work begins on the Gerald
Desmond Bridge Replacement Project.

The updates, delivered via email every
Friday, provide upcoming road closure
information, detours and other traffic
impacts associated with the new bridge and nearby projects. Updates can be received by
joining the mailing list on the bridge project website.

Southern California residents also are encouraged to follow the bridge project on Twitter
(@newgdbridge) to receive up-to-the-minute information during bridge-related traffic closures,
suggested detours around impacted roads, bridge construction progress and fun facts about
this future iconic structure. Persons who follow @newgdbridge on Twitter will be the first to
receive the latest official information.
The weekly updates and periodic tweets will be especially important to commuters who use the
existing Gerald Desmond Bridge to travel between Long Beach and San Pedro, as well as to

Port workers who access Terminal Island regularly. The updates also include construction
activity at Ocean Boulevard, Pico Avenue, the southern end of the 710 Freeway, and the Heim
Bridge (SR-47).
For more information on weekly construction updates and to opt in, visit
www.newgdbridge.com/subscribe.
You may also opt in using the "update subscription preferences" link at the bottom of this
email.

Media Contact: Denis Wolcott, The Wolcott Company, (213) 200-1563 or
denis@thewolcottcompany.com.
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